Mancala: Games That Count

by Alex de Voogt

Passengers waiting patiently for their luggage in the Toronto airport frowned perplexedly at my dealings with a man from Uganda. Just before customs he unearthed a badly worn wooden board from deep down in his suitcase. I gave him in return a new, full-color book and passed through customs clutching this piece of wood. Yet another mancala board had crossed an international border.

Mancala games have traveled around the world, from West Africa to the Caribbean and South America, from North to South Africa, from the Middle East to South Asia to Southeast Asia. Recent introductions of mancala in the Western world have made it perhaps the most widely played board game in the world. I met the Uganda player in the plane from Amsterdam to Toronto and when we discovered our mutual interest in mancala, he disclosed that he always took a board with him for his friends in Canada. We decided to trade a book for a board, and in this way I could introduce the local variant of mancala played in Uganda to the Netherland, my own country.

Some forms of mancala have been played for hundreds of years by generations of people, although physical evidence of this popularity has been lost, since most wooden boards did not survive. Today, players can choose between rules ancient or invented and between temporary boards in the sand, boards cut in rock, or endless varieties of wooden boards. Travel is a common theme. Mancala players took along their boards when they migrated or when they traded with distant neighbors. In each of the dozens of variants of the game, seeds, stones, or pebbles travel around a board. (See box on "The Rules of the Game.")

Many of the boards for playing mancala variations are found in museum collections or in use. The games discussed here—Warri, Bao, Conka, and Ovela—have a particularly wide geographical spread. When traveling to a region where they are played, one is likely to find many people able and willing to participate in a souvenir match.

Warri:

Although there are many players of Warri in Barbados, there are few opportunities to see them in action. The regular players in Speightstown had moved a few times, but lately they had...
been seen on the veranda of a deserted shop. Following explicit directions to their hideout, I felt like an explorer rather than a visitor. Two players sat facing each other at the ends of a narrow bench, the roughly cut board between them (Fig. 1). A brief greeting showed their limited interest in my presence. Two other men had just finished their game and I was cordially invited to try a few moves. I played and lost a game and all were amused. Soon, someone else was beaten which stopped his amusement abruptly. His opponent claimed that he could beat him, a master player, six times in a row. This led to a six-game challenge. Irritation changed to concentration. Other players finished their games and became spectators at the challenge. The players were hitting seeds at the corner of the board, almost tumbling the board off the bench. A regained win by the master became three wins and eventually the bold challenger became a student, who still had only one win, and was taught some modesty; nobody beats a master six times.

After three losses in a row on my part as well, I thanked them for their company and asked them about other places to play. They told me that in some pubs one can find a board and usually an owner or a guest willing to demonstrate some moves. Only in those places would I have a chance of winning a serious game.

The players in Speightstown were all men and they were known to each other by name and level of expertise. When I asked them if women played, they admitted that knew someone who were reasonable players, but the women came from another town. This did not mean these women were not invited to play; even I, a Dutchman and total stranger, was invited to join in and taught that winning at Warri is only possible if they let you win.

Warri, also known as Awéle, Oware, and Awari, is the best-known mancala game; its rules cross language, culture, and other boundaries. During the slave trade, people of West Africa carried Warri to the Caribbean. It is played in French-speaking West Africa (see Fig. B and box on "The Evidence of the Board's") and English-speaking West Africa (see Fig. A), the Caribbean, and also in the Portuguese-speaking Cape Verde Islands, and even in Brazil. Its rules remain largely unchanged. Today one can find Warri on the Internet and play live with other players, or study the rules and meet other Warri enthusiasts. The rules can be learned in a few minutes, giving everyone a chance to compete. In Antigua and Barbados, you are likely to encounter master players. Only Warri and Bao (see below) are known to have championships and masters. Just carry the game board around and there will always be a player, or, if you are lucky, a master, eager to play or to teach.

**Bao**

When the barber had finished trimming the last beard of the day, a smooth wooden board...
appeared. I watched two anxious Bao players, one local and one guest, take the place of the barber beneath the simple roof. These two men started rushing seeds around the four rows of eight holes in seemingly random ways. After ten minutes one of them got a lucky win and the bystanders became vocal, mumbling and moaning. As seeds were passed back and forth between the two players, challenges were likewise exchanged. Having lost one game, the local player was determined to cut the joy of his opponent’s win by a series of his own (see below).

Daylight is the only time—limit set on a match of Bao in this town in Zanzibar and the players determinedly pushed their luck until they could no longer see. The nearby fishmarket was already deserted, except for a few fishermen trying to sell the leftover catch of the day. At the finish it was two games to one. This is considered a draw since only three wins in a row will give an undisputed winner. The last capture of the game did not satisfy either player. They were not here to play without a clear victory. It was good fortune for me. I knew where to find two players in a rematch the next day.

Bao is the most complex mancala game, a four-row variant played mostly by people of the Swahili-speaking cultures along the east coast of Africa. It is always played on a board with four rows of eight holes and two characteristic square or enlarged holes in the middle. Unlike Warri, with its relatively straightforward rules, it is almost impossible to master Bao without a teacher. Even after being taught the rules it takes much more effort to understand strategy. Even a single move may be too complicated for a novice to calculate. Similarly, it will be impossible to pick out a Bao master. All players claim that they are masters, and they will argue against a student of the game, there is no way of proving them wrong.

Bao’s complicated rules demand time, patience, concentration, and practice. But the pleasures of the game are equally intense. During each move that is played, many changes take place on a Bao board, as players move around large numbers of seeds. Each move may take several laps of sowing to complete. While in the game of Warri and Conka (see below) captures are made by taking the counters from the board, in Bao and Owala (see below) the captures are moved to the opponent's rows. As many counters as a player captures in one move can be lost in the next. This often vivid exchange of captures is addictive to both novice and master, to children and to players in their sixties. There's nothing in the mancala world quite equal to the sensation of witnessing—or, even better, playing—a Bao game.

It is somewhat difficult to find a Bao master in East Africa; one must track down a Bao club (Fig. 2), and these clubs are generally found in the suburbs of cities where tourists are unfamiliar or even unwelcome creatures. In the 1960s President Nyerere of Tanzania organized an East African championship that included players from Madagascar, Kenya, Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, and other countries. It celebrated Tanzania's independence, but was never repeated since other presidents were not such enthusiastic Bao players. Since then, championship has been limited to Tanzania, and nowadays, to individual towns. Both lack of funds and competition from other games have changed the situation.

Although Bao has spread over the main part of the East African coast, Conka has perhaps spread farther in the world than any mancala game.

CONKA

Not all mancala players are organized in clubs. In Asia, there are no regularly scheduled matches to attend. A traveler will need to search out a family and talk to the women and children to find a board and play against a student of the game. It is useful to know what the local game is when playing a match in a private home. Conka—also known as Congka or Congkak, Sunka, Dakon, or Ohvalhu—is well known in Asia and players can be spotted in many holiday destinations, such as Indonesia (see Fig. D), the Philippines, Thailand, and the Maldives (Fig. 3 and see Fig. E). The board has two rows of holes and two end-holes. As long as
a board has two rows and two end-holes, it is suitable for playing Conka. The number of holes per row is quite flexible and often determines the number of counters per hole that are used; for instance, a board with two rows of nine holes will usually have nine counters per hole, and a board with two rows of seven holes will have seven counters per hole. There are some variations among Conka games, but once one has played a game in one locality, the rules of the other variations will be immediately understood and easy to follow. Although the player who goes first has a clear advantage, it takes serious effort to win a game even after some practice.

Conka boards may be beautifully carved and lacquered or painted with gold leaf. As with Bao, played by the President of Tanzania, and variations of Warri, played by West African kings, Conka has been a part of life in royal households. However, while in West Africa Warri has been part of ceremonies and is said to be sometimes played to determine the succession of a king, Conka seems to have no such role.

The Rules of the Game

Mancala games are played on rows of holes, usually seeds, shells, or stones. In all mancala games moves are made by taking up the counters contained in one hole and spreading (sowing) these counters one by one in consecutive holes around the rows of holes. In most cases the object of the game is to capture the majority of the counters. Captures are made by reaching a certain part of the board or accumulating a certain number of counters in a particular hole. The ways of capturing and moving counters around the board seem endless and new variations on this theme are still being found in the world.

While some mancala games are known for their beautifully carved boards made out of wood, others are known for the size of their boards made in the sand. Owela, which can be played on four rows of more than twenty holes, is the king of mancala in the sand.

Owela

Owela is played in countries where travelers prefer watching wild game to watching people playing games. It took a simple walk in the wrong direction to find some spectacular Owela games in progress outside the gates of Namibia’s world-famous game parks (Fig. 4). Four hands on one side of a long row of scooped-out holes in the sand tried out a move. Four hands on the other side waited. They were quite undisturbed by my hands taking pictures. I was pleasantly ignored.

Each move appeared a team effort. Four rows of eighteen holes can use up to six hands or three people on each side to drop the stone counters up and down the six-foot board without having to walk around it to reach the other holes. It is one of the few board games in the world where a move is started by one player, taken over by a second, and sometimes taken over again and again until the last stone drops into an empty hole.

A few days later I was invited to play under another tree in Namibia. This time a woman
entered the game as well, interrupting her daily work (Fig. 5). I moved twice before I excused myself to take pictures again, leaving the game to my team members. They played for a long time; the longer the board—this one had four rows of twenty holes—the longer the game. As the game ended, I stood at a distance watching the players leave and the scooped holes being abandoned. The holes carrying stones were waiting for another set of hands to move their load around. Later, I found many abandoned rows in the sand next to the road and once in a while I would find a helping hand to round off another game, so I too could pleasantly ignore the world.

Mancala games are addictive. That time goes quickly when you play is something you will experience as a side effect rather than a purpose of playing mancala. It is generally considered impolite to count the counters of your opponent by touching them. But touching your own counters in the smooth holes of wood or sand is part of the addiction; museum pieces should be looked at in anticipation of this feeling, which is shared by the players of the world.
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